Tulmar continues its steady growth in the cabin crew training market, attracting
several new customer accounts from around the world in the past year.
Hawkesbury, ON, Canada (March 16th, 2018) – Tulmar
Safety Systems, a leading provider of cabin crew training
equipment and related services is proud to announce new
international customers have joined the company since its
participation at the World Airline Training Show and
Conference (WATS) in 2017.
Tulmar’s new customer accounts spread across several
regions of the world and include:
Air Asia (Malaysia), Dubai Air Wing (UAE), Endeavor Air
(USA), Fly Dubai (UAE), Frontier Airlines (USA), Hawaiian
Airlines (USA), Hawker Pacific (Australia), Horizon Air
(USA), Spirit Airlines (USA), Trans-States Airlines (USA),
as well as several United Airlines training locations in the
USA.
These new customers are added to an existing worldwide base which includes airlines,
independent training centers and training equipment integrators.
“We are proud that our portfolio, which includes training slides, protective breathing equipment
and other essential training equipment, find its way in all regions of the world.” said Barney Bangs,
CEO of Tulmar Safety Systems.
“The key to our growth and success in the future lies in our ability to work with our customers and
partners to develop products that provide the most realistic training experience while being able
to sustain the rigors of repeated training cycles. To this end, individual components are made to
be replaceable when damaged or worn so that training is never interrupted” added Bangs.
About Tulmar
Tulmar Safety Systems Inc. is a designer, manufacturer of engineered protective equipment and
survivability solutions for the aerospace and defence markets worldwide.
The company’s products range from highly specialized protection equipment for military vehicles,
to inflatable life support and flotation products for defence and aerospace applications and
specialized training equipment sold to airlines around the world. Our products are supported
through a fully certified repair and overhaul division.
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